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Solemnity of the Dedication of the Church of Our Lady of Gethsemani 
 
When this feast day comes around, we naturally look backwards to the actual events of the 
dedication of the church in 1866 and its re-consecration a century later. There is an advantage to 
having a physical connection with the building and the place as it has evolved over the years. At the 
same time, a strong sense of history can be a disadvantage, when considering the meaning of this 
feast day. 
The consecration of an altar and dedication of a church are forward-looking actions. To dedicate or 
consecrate something is to set it apart and to reserve it for a special purpose. To dedicate a house 
of God is an act of hope, expressing the desire for God to be present in that place and for the 
community to have the reassuring experience of his presence there.  
When we look back in time, all we can do is recall the date of the event, when the bishop, the 
faithful, and the community performed the ceremony. But the only point of view that adequately 
captures the meaning of this feast is a future-oriented view. To celebrate this dedication is to renew 
it.  
With these thoughts in mind, Saint Benedict's few words in the Rule convey more than we usually 
notice: "The oratory," he says in chapter 52, "ought to be what it is called, and nothing else is to be 
done or stored there." To be what it is called means to be a place for prayer. His categorical "nothing 
else" is a simple way of expressing consecration, which involves setting apart a certain place and 
reserving it for an exclusive use. In the background we can perceive the episode of the cleansing of 
the temple, when Jesus, quoting the prophet Isaiah, said: "My house shall be called a house of 
prayer" (Mt 21:13) 
So, today, as we celebrate a feast unique to this place and unique to this community, we renew our 
intent to reserve this place and to reserve ourselves for its unique purpose. Each year, as the life of 
the church and world around us change, the future consequences of this dedication also change.  
Finally, it is good to see the Dedication of Church as a parable of the consecrated life. The act of 
making vows is similar to the act of consecrating a church. From now on my life is set apart and 
reserved for the exclusive purpose of responding to my vocation. Saint Benedict's principle applies 
here also: nothing else should be done there; nothing else should be kept there. As we renew the 
dedication of this place, we will do well to renew our own dedication to the exclusive purpose of our 
consecrated life. Are there things in it that don't belong? Am I behaving in ways or making choices 
that are not compatible with that consecration? Along with these challenging questions, this feast 
also brings with it the reassurance of the generations preceding us: perseverance, conversion, 
adaptation, and re-consecration are possible for us too. 
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